
Cru—High School 

...so that every teenager has the opportunity to know and follow Christ! 

Dear Ministry Partner, 

 The beauty of the landscape around us screams of the majesty of 

God.  It mirrors the experience we are seeing during our classroom time.   

XTrack (our overseas training) has been a blessing, challenge, faith 

stretching, and growth promoting.  It is hard to capture our amazing 

experience in one word!  Thank you for helping send us here! 

 We certainly want to share more about our experience at XTrack 

and will definitely do so in our next letter.  But since we are only a few 

weeks into it, we thought it would be 

really encouraging to share about 

some of our recent connections with 

Hungary and Hungarian students.  As 

you know, one of our financial goals 

was to raise above our baseline needs.  

God graciously provided 95% of our 

faith goal which was significantly 

higher than our essential goal.  Part of 

the reason was to be able to support 

Hungarian students to be a part of our 

summer project.  These students have the chance to grow in their 

faith and develop experience in evangelism.  For almost all of 

these students, the $300 summer project cost is far beyond their 

budgets.  As a result, they need to raise support and often the 

only Christians they know to ask are Cru staff members.  

Through your generosity, to date, we are supporting 15 students.  

Five of these students will be part of a mission trip to Albania, 

and 1 will be taking a mission trip to Siofok, Hungary.  

 Réka, a student from Pécs wrote this in her thank you 

reply: Nagyon köszönöm!! Az imádságot, és a támogatást is!  És Luke, annyira jó, hogy 

engedted, hogy Isten elkezdjen dolgozni rajtad keresztül Pécsen.  “Thank you very much!!  

Thank you for the prayers and the support! And Luke, it is so wonderful that you allowed God 

to work through you in Pécs.”  Réka is an answer to many prayers—to see God raise up student 

leaders from outside of Budapest as part of the catalytic ministry. 

“Ask of me and I will make the nations your heritage, and the 

ends of the earth your possession.” Psalm 2:8 

 The nations are the inheritance of our Almighty King and 

we step into them proclaiming the Ruler who already owns them.  What a blessing to be chosen 

by God to speak His truth to them!  Thank you so much for partnering with us in this amazing 

process!  We are so incredibly thankful to have you on 

our ministry team!      

L & M Stannard 3-Jul-16 
Budapest,  

Hungary 

Prayer Requests: 

- XTrack training 

- Return to Hunga-

ry on July 27th  

Praises: 

- All we are learn-

ing at XTrack 

Learn Hungarian with us! 
The word for beauty is 
szépség pronounced: sAy-p-
shAg 

lukeys87@gmail.com 

mlstannard8@gmail.com 

(573) 864-6067 

www.gcx.org/Luke Give.cru.org/0628020 

Luke and Michelle 

2016 XTrack Coaches Group 

http://www.gcx.org/Luke

